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granuloswi has only rarely been discovered in English dogs. Sporadic
human cases occur, as the reports of the various hospitals indicate,
regularly but the total number of cases recorded annually is small.
4.-PROPHYLAXIS
As there are two distinct developmental cycles in the life of the parasite,
prophylactic measures are easy and should be applied in two ways:
(i) by controlling the access of dogs to infected viscera and thus pre-
venting infestation of dogs; and (ii) by educating people about the
danger of canine infestation, particularly in respect of children.
5.-PRIMARY CYSTS
(1)—Distribution
In man most of the primary cysts are found in the liver, this organ
acting, as it were, as the first filter; but sometimes the parasite passes
through the hepatic capillaries and enters the pulmonary circulation,
the lungs being the next most common site. The parasites may even pass
through the pulmonary capillaries and make their way to any part of
the body, and the lessening proportionate incidence as the periphery
of the body is reached indicates that carriage by the blood-stream is the
only rational explanation of the regional distribution. The following
table gives the commonly accepted figures for primary cysts:
distribution of primary hydatid cysts (adult)
Liver	_____	75.5 per cent
Lung	-           -           -	-           -	9-4
Muscular and subcutaneous tissue	-           -	5-2	,,
Kidney	-           -           -	-           -	2-3
Spleen	-           -           --	-          -	2-1	„
Bones	-           -           -	-           -	0-9	„
Orbit	-           -           -	-           -	0-7
Brain	_-           —	--.	0-6	„
Other sites	-           -           -	-           -	2-2	„
Multiple infestations are commoner in the human subject than is Multiple
usually realized, more than one cyst being present in at least 60 per cent cysts
of cases. As the liver is the first filter, any patient who harbours a
peripherally placed cyst should be suspected of also having a hepatic
cyst.
(2)—Simple Cysts
Simple primary cysts are typically found in children and young adults, Latency
and their outstanding characteristic is their latency. They may exert
pressure on any structure and, as practically any organ may be involved,

